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WHO WE ARE

Premium Supplier of Signage 
Hardware, Digital Printing 
Material and Road 
Construction Equipment

OUR TARGET MARKET

Our target market are as follows

Signage and Advertising: Private Companies, Parastatals, 
Banks, Advertising Agencies and Digital Print Production 
Companies

Building and Architectural: Shopfitters, Private companies

Roads Construction: Government Departments, City Councils 
and Municipalities



Application Tapes
We offer signage production accessories and materials such as super 
strength application tapes that can be used to hoist and mount very 
heavy items and substrates on various surfaces

CLEAR APPLICATION TAPE

These are used in sign-making applications. These tapes are 
used to transfer lettering and graphics for signage. These tapes 
work effectively in a wet application and get removed cleanly 
from vinyl to eliminate time-consuming and costly clean-up. 
They come in clear or transparent rolls and the length of the roll 
is 100m.t

Product SKU  a3eb043e7bf7

Sizes: 610mm 200mm 300mm

TISSUE APPLICATION TAPE

These are used in sign-making applications. These tapes are 
used to transfer lettering and graphics for signage. These tapes 
work effectively in a wet application and get removed cleanly 
from vinyl to eliminate time-consuming and costly clean-up. 
They come in paper like material and in 100m rolls.

Product SKU 806fec5af7f5

Sizes: 610mm 100mm 200mm 300mm 500mm



Digital Printing Material
We offer inkjet based and digital print transferable materials and 
fabrics such as vinyls, pvc, polyester fabrics, clear print materials, 
glossy photo papers, and a lot more for signage and corporate 
branding media.

CONTRAVISION

Its a white perforated one-way vision window film which give 
excellent see-through from inside buildings and natural light is 
allowed into the room. The films are available in plain white and 
in 1370mm size, ideally suited for window and glass decoration.

Product SKU cd0cbcc668fe

Sizes: 1370mmx50m

ORAJET PRINT VINYL

We offer premium high quality self adhesive Orajet vinyl for 
solvent and water based printers.

Product SKU 443dec3062d0

Sizes: 610mm 100mm 200mm 300mm

Colours:

POSTER PHOTO PAPER

Photo Poster Paper displays color accurate photographic print 
quality, that results in high definition life-like images.Its a 
220gsm white material with a matt and gloss finish. 

Product SKU dc16622ddc76

Sizes: 1270mmx30m

Colours:



PRINTABLE WALLPAPER

GSM is a kind wallpaper, using high-quality non-woven paper as 
base material, with acrylic resin as coating. It features tough, 
scuff-resistant, water-proof, designed specifically for wall graphic 
applications. Eco-Solvent/UV/Latex. Common Applications 
include Interior Decoration/Signs/Commercial Advertisement

Product SKU 2b8eba3cb0d0

Sizes: 1370mmx50m

PVC

We offer solvent printable and luminous PVC materials such as 
Non curl pvc(Unsupported PVC), Frontlit PVC, Backlit PVC, 
Polyester Backlit Film

Product SKU ae1eaa32d10b

Colours:

VEHICLE WRAP VINYL

We offer a comprehensive selection of premium cast vinyl 
products for vehicle wrapping. All are suitable for interior and 
exterior applications and are extremely conformable making 
them ideal for use on smooth, textured and contoured surfaces.

Product SKU dc16622ddc76

Sizes: 1370mm

Colours:

PRINTABLE FABRIC

For wall coverings, Matte Finish, Ideal for creating customized 
interior design, clear printing effect and excellent color 
reproduction, Interior Decoration/Signs/Commercial 
Advertisement such as Mainly used on flags such as Sharkfin, 
Telescopic etc.

Product SKU 80537a945c7a

Sizes: 1.27mx30m



Graphic Vinyls
We provide durable and long lasting (up to 15 years) Graphic Vinyls 
as intermediate marking film for signs, lettering, graphics and decals. 
Graphic Vinyls usually come in lengths of 610mm and 1200mm.

GRAPHIC CUT VINYL

This is a 75 micron self adhesive monomeric, economy calendared 
vinyl which is perfect for indoor directional signage, POP displays, 
window graphics and short-term outdoor general signage. The 
material is also suitable for flat and slightly curved surfaces. 
ORACAL 641 should be applied to surfaces that are thoroughly 
cleaned and free from dust, grease or any other contamination. It 
comes in different colours.

Product SKU 936a40b7e8ee

Sizes: 1220mm

MAGNETIC STICKER VINYL

Magnetic stickers are digitally printed vinyl stickers that are given 
a magnetic back so that they stick onto your car door or any 
metalic surfess. Magnets are normally user for mobile advertising 
on cars

Product SKU 7b1ce3d73b70

Colours:

WINDOW APPLICATION FILM (FROST)

This self adhesive window film can be applied directly on the 
glass surface and the designs are endless. Perfectly cut and 
applied to existing glass surfaces.You can be as creative as you 
want, designs, words, logos. It allows you complete privacy and 
perfectly emulate sandblasted glass. It scatters the transmitted 
light without blocking it. One of the main advantages of using 
sandblast vinyl is that it does not damage the glass surface and it 
can be replaced. You can get sandblast vinyl in a number of 
different shades from (light grey) to (darker grey).It comes in 
1220mm width

 
Product SKU 0d73a25092e5

630mm



Heat Transfer Equipment
We offer a wide range of heat printing equipment and accessories 
such as Heat Presses, Cup and Mug thermal heat printers, Cap Press 
and several heat transfer and printing machines.

CAP PRESS MACHINE

A heat press is a machine engineered to transfer a design or graphic 
on a substrate, such as a t-shirt, mug, tile, metal and so on. It does 
this with the application of heat and pressure for a set period of 
time. The image or graphic to be transferred is printed on a special 
transfer paper which allows the image to transfer with the 
application of heat and pressure. These are not only for pressing 
caps, but are also really useful for transfer prints in places that are 
difficult with a flat press, such as shirt collars, kit bags equipped 
with a Flexible Rubber base,   Hold down device to pull rear strap of 
cap thus holding the cap tightly in place, Strong mechanism for 
repeated use,  Digital Time and Temperature settings

Product SKU de7399880268-1

HEAT PRESS CONSUMABLES

These are substrates with a polyester coating or fabrics that are 
synthetic to work. These include printable mugs, plates, stainless 
steel mugs, tiles etc

Product SKU 07cb5f86508f

HEAT PRESS MACHINE

A heat press is a machine engineered to transfer a design or 
graphic on a substrate, such as a t-shirt, mug, tile, metal and so 
on. It does this with the application of heat and pressure for a set 
period of time. The image or graphic to be transferred is printed 
on a special transfer paper which allows the image to transfer 
with the application of heat and pressure. Features include a 380 
x 380mm heat surface, an adjustable pressure (can press items 
up to 2.5cm thick), a digital timer, and digital Temperature 
Control

Product SKU de7399880268-2



HEAT TRANSFER VINYL

The vinyl is cut into words, logo’s, shapes with a vinyl cutter, 
weeded (the unwanted vinyl is removed), applied to the substrate 
and pressed. The heat and pressure activate the adhesive and the 
vinyl sticks to your product. Transfer vinyl is available in; standard 
colours as well as colours that are near impossible to print; like 
glitters, neons, metallics, glow-in-the-dark, puff (raised), flock, 
sublimation printable etc .

Product SKU f8bf09f5fcea

MUG PRESS MACHINE

A heat press is a machine engineered to transfer a design or 
graphic on a substrate, such as a t-shirt, mug, tile, metal and so 
on. It does this with the application of heat and pressure for a set 
period of time. The image or graphic to be transferred is printed 
on a special transfer paper which allows the image to transfer 
with the application of heat and pressure.

Product SKU de7399880268

SUBLIMATION PAPER

The design or image from the computer is printed onto the 
special release paper (called sublimation transfer paper), and 
from there is applied to the item which is then put into a heat 
transfer press. It comes in A4 paper sizes and packs of 100 
sheets.

Product SKU 2eace51d8f79

HEAT PRESS TRANSFER PAPER

This is a special release paper which the design or image from 
the computer is printed onto the and from there is applied to 
the item which is then put into a heat transfer press. It comes in 
A4 paper sizes suitable for inkjet and laser printers. Papers for 
transfers onto white and light fabrics as well as onto dark & 
black fabrics are available.

Product SKU 2d405b367158



Digital printing inks
We supply a wide range of digital printing inks for various spectrums 
and media. We have in stock, Eco Solvent Inks for Roland Wide 
Format Printers, Mimaki, Muto, HP. We also supply solvent cleaning 
liquids.t

ECO SOLVENT INKS

Eco-Sol MAX and Eco-Sol Max 2 are available in CMYK colors with 
the addition of Light Black .

Available in 440ml ink cartridges for a wide selection of eco-solvent 
inkjet printers

They provide a superior print solution for sign and graphics 
professionals who demand higher standards in both color and 
performance.

Excellent opacity and density with high gloss level and color 
brilliance

Product SKU de7399880268-1



Signage and Display LEDs
Signs and Displays, traditionally lit using fluorescent or neon lighting, 
are transitioning into longer lasting, energy saving and Eco friendly 
LED Lighting

LED 5M STRIPS 5M

LED strip lighting is a great alternative compared to fluorescent 
lights. Benefits like durability, long-lifetime, low energy 
consumption, easy powering and controlling make switching or 
choosing LEDs the obvious choice.

Product SKU 7e230522657e

LED CAPSULE

Used for signage, channel letter, architecture, indoor & Outdoor 
Lighting. The LED capsule is waterproof, very easy to install and 
available in different colors and sizes.

Product SKU 3c1e4bd67169

LED POWER SUPPLY

The power supply, also known as a transformer or driver, is one 
of the most important components of an LED system. They are 
there to safely provide power to LEDs to maintain a constant light 
intensity output under changing characteristics and conditions.

Product SKU 84f0f20482cd

Sizes: 100 watts 60 watts



Signage and Display LEDs
Signs and Displays, traditionally lit using fluorescent or neon lighting, 
are transitioning into longer lasting, energy saving and Eco friendly 
LED Lighting

ALUMINIUM GAZEBO POPUP TENT

From outdoor events such as sports days or corporate functions to 
any indoor event these lightweight Gazebos are the perfect 
branding solution. The Gazebo is fully collapsible and easy to set up. 
You can also add branded half or full walls to your Branded Gazebo.

BACKDROP BANNERWALL

Also called media walls or backdrops. It is perfect for special 
occasions, photo shoots, conferences and promotional events. 
The easy to fold and store design and lightweight aluminium 
frame makes transportation simple.

CLUSTER BANNER STAND 4 POLE PEG

TThe Cluster Flag System is an attractive group of flags joined at 
the base. This unusual arrangement is eye-catching and perfect 
for display at public events. Portable & lightweight • Bag & stand 
included • Easy to assemble

Product SKU 49ad23d1ec9f

Product SKU 6f2688a5fce7

Sizes: 3m x 3m 4.5m x 3m

Product SKU 03e7d2ebec1e

Sizes: 2.25m x 3m 2.35m x 4.5m



PARASOL ALUMINIUM FRAME

Parasol Umbrellas are the ideal outdoor Umbrella being both 
durable and able to withstand wind. Parasol Umbrellas are 
perfect for use outside of restaurants and cafes and for outdoor 
corporate events, being wind resistant and waterproof. It comes 
without a base.

POSTER BOARD

Strong Outdoor Plastic Water Base Poster Board Pavement Sign

Product SKU f542eae19493

PORTABLE COUNTER

Portable counters are easy to transport and assemble for 
information or brand marketing at any product launch or 
related promotional need. They can be printed from your 
supplied design. Company corporate branded display case for 
advertising and product promotor and product launch including 
tasting and surveys and information points. Designed for many 
different companies uses, for indoor and outdoor use. 

Product SKU d54e99a6c037

Product SKU 3214a6d842cc

Sizes: 2m x 2m

TELESCOPIC BANNER HARDWARE

Telescopic Banners are ideal for making a visual impact when 
advertising your brand. Telescopic Banners, also known as 
Feather Banners, are very popular for outdoor events and can 
be used individually or in a cluster. The Telescopic Banners are 
great for golf day branding, beach events, marathons, racing 
and other outdoor events. It is available as single units.

Product SKU 728f206c2a01

Sizes: 3m 4m



FABRIC TUBE DISPLAYS

Fabric Tube Displays are the ideal easy to use, portable and 
versatile back drop for tradeshows, conferences and media 
events. The display booth is a tubular frame system, the frame 
sections fit together to make the booth frame. It is extremely easy 
to assemble thanks to its pushrod aluminium framework. The 
fabric banner stretch graphic is a pillow case banner that fits 
snugly over the frame to create a seamless and eye catching 
display. It is considerably stable. Make this double-sided print to 
capture your audience's attention from every angle.

CRYSTAL LIGHTBOX SINGLE FACE

Our crystal LED light box features a slim, clear acrylic design that 
softly illuminates graphics and advertising.This beautiful 
illuminated crystal light box display is ready to be mounted on 
your wall either vertically or horizontally.

Product SKU 519c84155964

SNAKE FABRIC BANNER

This modern ultra stylish fabric display is large and 
commanding. Stretch fabric material fits the tubular frame like a 
sock. With strong banding and a stylish concept you’re bound to 
draw attention and admirers. Attractive alternative in any retail 
environment, Quick and simple to assemble, Create stunning 
fabric graphics, Ideal permanent feature or portable display, 
Double sided print

Product SKU 

Product SKU 6f2688a5fce7

Sizes: 3m x 3m 4.5m x 3m

FABRIC COUNTER

Quick and easy set-up of the fabric display, the graphic is 
stretched out as you set up the frame. Made with lightweight 
aluminum frame with graphic collapses into a compact unit.

Product SKU 8c3039bd5842



QUEUE BARRIER SYSTEM

Queue barrier systems are popular and suitable for all types of 
venue or event. Each one consists of a pole, base and retractable 
belt which can be connected to other retractable barriers to 
create the customised system that suits your needs. The Queue 
Barrier  comes in silver with a choice of red, black and blue belt 
colours. Ideal for directing customer footfall while providing an 
executive and professional look.

TABLE ROLL UP STAND

SAvailable in 2 Sizes (A4/A3), Diverse sizes, Alluring design, Light 
weight, Less maintenance

ROLLUP PULLUP BANNER

The Pull Up Banner is ideal for events, promotions, conferences, 
trade expos, and in-store displays. The system is quick and easy 
to setup so that you can easily put up and take down your 
message. The Pull Up Banner also folds away compact and 
comes with a bag so that it can be transported easily. The stand 
is re-usable whenever you change your campaign. We have the 
standard and the executive pull up banners.

Product SKU 1e913e1b06ea

PROMOTIONAL COUNTER

Promo Counters are manufactured out of lightweight materials and 
assemble really easily, without tools. Portable exhibition counters 
are used for promotions,  marketing stand use, custom made 
presentation counters suitable for a wide range of services, and 
brand marketing. The promotional counter are suitable for indoor 
and outdoor use in exhibitions, trade shows, merchandising, 
conferences and events. The promotional counter displays has 
internal storage, to store products and literature.

Product SKU f4a4da9aa7ea

Product SKU ed519dacc89b

Sizes: A3 A4

Product SKU 378a063b8fdb

Sizes: 850mm x 2000mm



Road Construction
We are a leading road construction, marking, signage service 
provider and machine leasing company which possess motor 
graders, road rollers and pavers, cold planner and other new road 
construction equipment.

ARMCO BARRIERS

Armco barriers keep vehicles within their roadway and prevent 
them from colliding with dangerous obstacles such as boulders, 
trees etc.

Product SKU d9ff90f4000e

BLANK SADC ROAD SIGNS

These are blank signs which conform with the SADC 
requirements. They come in different shapes and sizes.

Product SKU ea4eb4932955

REBOUNDABLE DELINEATOR

Delineators help guide pedestrians and motorists alike around 
construction areas or even accidents.

Product SKU 3f998e713a6e

TRAFFIC CONES

These are designed for general purpose usages in construction, 
maintenance and repair works of roads and to direct traffic into 
desired direction for road users safety. They are highly visible in 
daylight and in traffic lights at night.

Product SKU 7b41bfa50858



TAR PRIMER

Slow drying Coal Tar based primer, preparation having 
compatibility with hot applied Coal Tar Enamel. For priming of 
underground & above ground Gas, Oil & Water Pipelines to 
provide effective bond between metal pipe with subsequent hot 
applied coal Tar enamel.Packing : 20 Liter and 200 Liter M.S. 
Drums

TRAFFIC ROAD MARKING PAINT

Quick drying universal road marking paint with great fade 
resistant properties. Comes in several different colors.

BARRIER TAPE

Barricade tape is brightly colored tape that is used to warn or 
catch the attention of passersby of an area or situation 
containing a possible hazard.Barricade tape is also known as 
construction tape or barrier tape or in reference to the safety 
hazard involved as caution tape, warning tape, danger tape or 
hazard tape.

Product SKU 83691715fdc5

WATER FILLED BARRIER

Water Filled Barriers or Plastic Water-Filled Barriers are designed to 
provide safety and separation in areas where there is vehicle traffic.

Product SKU 7e05d6f82857

Product SKU ed519dacc89b

Product SKU 696b35cc35e7

Colours:

Sizes: 5 ltr 20 ltr



Signage Substrates
We offer a wide range of durable substrates commonly used for 
outdoor signs like parking and directional signage. Our substrate 
come unpainted, or painted on one or both sides such as Perspex, 
ABS Sheets, Correx boards.

ABS SHEETS

Applicable on advertising (eg signage), architectural fittings, 
engineering (eg containers for electrical and electronic devices, 
cellphone casings), household goods (eg tote bins and trays, toys, 
luggage, garden furniture, refrigerators and small household 
appliances, chair backs)- Medical (eg laboratory equipment), safety 
equipment (eg protective headgear), transport (eg aircraft interiors, 
instrument panels, radiator grills, headlight housings and interior 
trim parts)Available sheet size 2500mmx1250mm

Product SKU 3cf2559725a9

ACRYLICS

Exruded cast prismatic acrylic applicable to Signage, Exhibition 
Stands, Display, Fabrication, Glazing, Plastic Cladding, Interior 
Design, Shop fitting, LED Sign Lights

Product SKU 5f1461569664

CORREX CORRUGATED SHEETS

Lightweight yet rigid and shatterproof, waterproof, making it 
suitable for outdoor use (with appropriate support), can be 
die-cut, shaped, can be recycled, 2500mm x 1250mm, 3000mm x 
1250mm. Correx can be used for Signage, Printed packaging 
products (eg lightweight boxes, box dividers and anti-scuff sheets 
between layers of packaged brick and tiles)

Product SKU 3f998e713a6e

PRISMATIC ACRYLIC

Prismatic acrylic is used exclusively for lenses in design, display 
and lighting applications. The prismatic surface controls light 
glare and light without revealing the objects on the other side

Product SKU 186fb23a3399

Colours:



Miscellaneous
We offer signage production accessories and materials such as 
adhesive tools, Magnetic Tools, knives and more

ACRYLIC BENDING MACHINE

Acrylic bending machine is a useful tool for softening and bending 
acrylic, plexiglass, ,ABS, sheets into angles and shapes. It comes in 
two sizes

Product SKU b865367fc4c0

ELECTRIC LAMINATOR INCLUDING STAND

Most Simple Cold Laminators II Series, Bottom Control Panel is 
Adopted, Stand is Dismantled before Shipping. Smaller Shipping 
Size Reduces Shipping Cost, Nip Opening is Controlled by Hand 
Crank, Heat Assist is Available

Product SKU 25e2a30f4489

GROMMET MACHINE

Grommet machine also suitable for flex banner, pictures on 
X-shaped exhibition racks, portrait materials,abs board and 
other advertising uses. Easy to set up and easy to use, It allows 
interchangeable dies, Small and practical

Product SKU ab2b41c63853

ACRYLIC PERSPEX GLUE

This is used for bonding Plexiglas and other Acrylic sheets with 
itself or other materials. In stock we have the Plexiglas Acrifix 
Glue 1S0127 which provides quick and easy bonding.

Product SKU cefab442b172

Colours:

Sizes: ABM500 ABM700



For all your Signage, 
Branding & advertising 

materials supplies.



390 8356 
david@fortma.com
www.fortma.com


